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ABSTRACT. While there has been much interest in adapting conventional clustering procedures—and in higher
dimensions, persistent homology methods—to directed networks, little is known about the convergence of such
methods. In order to even formulate the problem of convergence for such methods, one needs to stipulate a
reasonable model for a directed network together with a flexible sampling theory for such a model. In this paper
we propose and study a particular model of directed networks, and use this model to study the convergence of
certain hierarchical clustering and persistent homology methods that accept any matrix of (possibly asymmetric)
pairwise relations as input and produce dendrograms and persistence barcodes as outputs. We show that as
points are sampled from some probability distribution, the output of each method converges almost surely to a
dendrogram/barcode depending on the structure of the distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION

A directed network is a list of nodes and pairwise relations given as real numbers, or alternatively, a
(possibly asymmetric) square matrix of real numbers representing relations between points on a topological
space. The points need not be embedded in Euclidean space, or even a metric space in general. Such objects
arise naturally in data analysis, because real-world relations are often asymmetric (e.g. a traveler climbing
a mountain assigns more difficulty to ascending than to descending).

The ubiquitousness of such data makes it necessary to understand how to adapt notions of (flat) clustering,
i.e. of partitioning a dataset into groups while respecting intergroup dissimilarities, from the conventional
setting of undirected networks to that of directed networks. The presence of weights suggests that instead of
specifying the number of clusters in advance, the user should instead see the cluster structure of the directed
network at all resolutions. This casts the problem into the domain of hierarchical clustering, where the
objective is to produce a nested sequence of partitions that is represented via a dendrogram ([FHT01]). Un-
fortunately, as pointed out by [MV13], the most frequently used methods for hierarchical (or flat) clustering
of directed data simply ignore the directionality, thus losing the essence of the data.

This state of affairs is changing, with researchers developing clustering methods that utilize edge direc-
tionality. However, it seems that little to nothing is known about the convergence of such methods, which
is a vital statistical property guaranteeing that the clustering of randomly sampled points converges to the
clustering of the entire underlying space as the sample size increases. Historically, it seems that there
is a precedent for long delays between the emergence of a clustering method and a proof of its consis-
tency/convergence: as noted in [VLBB08], “despite decades of work, little is known about consistency of
most clustering algorithms." Indeed, the authors of [VLBB08] prove a fundamental result on convergence
of spectral clustering, over 30 years after the emergence of this particular method.

Even in the setting of hierarchical clustering on undirected objects, only the method of single linkage has
had any developments regarding convergence. The convergence properties, if any, of complete linkage and
average linkage remain open ([Das16]). However, single linkage is prone to the chaining effect by which
clusters appear to be long and “straggly." Whereas the chaining effect can be a nuisance in some situations,
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recent literature has described situations for which chaining is desirable and single linkage is better suited
than complete or average linkage [AC11, §2.3]. In particular, chaining turns out to be meaningful for
clustering one model of directed networks that we study.

An extension of the convergence question for hierarchical clustering of directed networks is to consider
the analogous question in the setting of persistent homology [Car09, EM14]. In the conventional setting,
persistent homology takes Euclidean or metric data as input, and produces a collection of topological sum-
maries called persistence diagrams or barcodes as output, one in each dimension k P Z`. This new field of
applied algebraic topology has seen rapid progress in recent years, and in particular, the notion of persistent
homology in directed/asymmetric settings has been studied in [Tur16, CM16, EW16, CM17b]. However,
the convergence properties of any of these methods remains unknown.

In this paper, we first study hierarchical clustering methods on directed networks and prove related con-
vergence results. For each of our methods, we prove that the output of applying the method to a sample
of points chosen randomly from a distribution converges almost surely to a dendrogram arising from the
structure of the support of the distribution. In the second part of the paper, we study the persistent homology
methods on directed networks that appeared in [CM16]. We prove that each of these methods is consistent,
in the sense that: (1) the persistence diagram of a distribution is well-defined, and (2) the diagram obtained
by applying the method to a random sample converges almost surely to that of the underlying distribution.

We remark that the main obstruction in proving well-definedness of the persistence diagram is in first
showing that an intermediate construction called a persistent vector space satisfies a property called q-
tameness for each of these methods when the underlying space is compact (in particular, infinite). We
establish this result by using a sampling theorem that appeared in [CM17a].

1.1. Challenges and contributions. The key difficulty in developing a statistical theory of hierarchical
clustering on directed networks is that one needs to begin with a sample space that is directed, and such
spaces are automatically difficult to study. Existing literature showing convergence results assume that the
sample space is either a compact subspace of Euclidean space ([Har81], [CD10]), or a compact Riemannian
manifold ([BNR`13]), or at the most general, a compact metric space ([VLBB08], [CM10]). The directed
generalization of a Riemannian manifold is a Finsler manifold ([BCS12]), and even in this well-understood
setting, many standard mathematical tools such as open balls, tubular neighborhoods and Hausdorff distance
are replaced by more complex analogues. A truly general treatment of directed networks should allow for
sampling from spaces that are not even metric. This boosts the difficulty of the problem, because without
metric space axioms like the triangle inequality, even simple notions like open balls are ill-defined. Finally,
we remark that the difficulties described above are also extant in the setting of persistent homology.

Real-world networks are typically finite, but for modeling very large or very dense networks, it is neces-
sary to think of a network as continuous rather than discrete, bolstered by a property such as compactness to
guarantee that such “continuous" networks can be approximated up to arbitrary precision by discrete objects.
Thus we adopt the following definition.

Definition 1 (Networks). A network is a pair pX, eXq where X is a (second countable, Hausdorff) compact
topological space and eX : X ˆX Ñ R is a continuous real valued function. The collection of all networks
will be denoted CN (the C is a reminder that these networks are compact). When the context is clear, we will
often refer to a network pX, eXq by just X . Often we will equip a network pX, eXq with a Borel probability
measure µX . Given a closed subset S Ď X , we define eS :“ eX |SˆS . Then pS, eSq is called the subnetwork
of X generated by S.

In this paper, all networks are compact unless specified otherwise. However, sometimes we will still write
“compact network" to distinguish infinite networks from finite networks, which are trivially compact.

In defining networks, all we ask for is a compact topological space with a continuous weight function
between pairs of points. Our definition permits a network to be infinite, even uncountable. Most importantly,
when equipped with a Borel probability measure, the notion of sampling from such a space makes sense,
and the samples are themselves directed subnetworks. There are a large class of directed spaces which fit
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within the scope of our definition, e.g. Finsler manifolds and directed metric spaces ([BCS12, p. 149],
[SZ10]).

The necessary generality that comes with working in the setting of networks unfortunately robs us of the
basic geometric tools (such as open metric balls) that are typically used for proofs of convergence. Despite
this setback, we make use of a network distance (more specifically, a pseudometric) dN to define notions
of deterministic and probabilisitic approximation in the context of networks. This pseudometric is a dissim-
ilarity measure such that given networks X,Y, Z, we have dN pX,Xq “ 0, dN pX,Y q “ dN pY,Xq, and
dN pX,Zq ď dN pX,Y q ` dN pY,Zq. The core machinery that drives our results on convergence of cluster-
ing is the following sampling theorem, which states that (compact, infinite) networks can be approximated
up to arbitrary precision by finite networks.

Theorem 1 (Sampling Theorem, [CM17a]). Let pX, eXq be any network. Then, for any ε ą 0 there exists a
finite network pX 1, eX 1q such that dN

`

pX, eXq, pX
1, eX 1q

˘

ă ε.

The difficulty of the preceding statement can be seen after reinterpreting the situation in terms of matrices.
A “non-compact" network is just an infinite matrix with no regularity assumptions, and such a matrix can
be impossible to approximate via a finite network. An example is the |R| ˆ |R| matrix with entries }x´ y},
for x, y P R. To obtain a result such as Theorem 1, the first step is to realize that the correct framework
for approximating an infinite matrix is to make the mild assumption that the infinite matrix arises from a
topological space. This permits adding the compactness assumption. The proof of Theorem 1 is still subtle,
because eX is partially decoupled from the topology on X . In particular, the topology of X may be quite
complicated, in the sense that X may contain many more open sets than needed to make eX continuous.

The statement below summarizes the probabilistic network approximation results we obtain:

Main Result 1 (cf. Theorem 7). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a fully supported Borel probability
measure µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu denote an i.i.d. sample from X with distribution
µX . Let ε ą 0. Then we have:

P
`

dN pX,Xnq ě ε
˘

ď

`

1´Mε{2pXq
˘n

Mε{2pXq
,

where Mε{2pXq is a quantity related to the minimal mass of a set in a particular type of cover of X . In
particular, the finite network Xn converges almost surely to X in the network distance sense.

Since dendrograms can be represented without loss of information by ultrametrics [JS71], we regard
hierarchical clustering methods as maps H that assign to any finite network pX, eXq a finite ultrametric
space pX,uXq. Representing the output of clustering methods as metric trees was exploited in [CM10] in
order to study the stability and convergence of hierarchical clustering methods.

The following statement summarizes our results regarding the convergence of the network hierarhical
clustering methods that we study:

Main Result 2 (cf. Theorems 13, 15). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a Borel probability measure
µX such that supppµXq is a finite union of connected components tXa : a P Au, whereA is a finite indexing
set and each Xa satisfies compactness and a certain notion of path-connectivity (cf. Definition 6). For each
n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu denote an i.i.d. sample from X with distribution µX . Let ε ą 0. Then,

P
´

dN ppA, u
H
A q,HpXnqq ě ε

¯

ď

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXqq
˘n

Mε{2psupppµXqq
,

where H is one of the hierarchical clustering methods we study and pA, uHA q is a certain ultrametric space
whose precise structure depends on the chosen HC method. In particular, the result of applying H to the
sampled network Xn converges almost surely to pA, uHA q in the sense of dN as the sample size increases.

The next statement summarizes the analogous results we obtain on the convergence of the network per-
sistent homology methods presented in [CM16]. These methods are generalizations of the well-known Rips
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and Čech persistent homology methods for metric spaces; for convenience, we simply refer to them (for
now) as the Rips and Čech methods even in the network setting. We will clarify these terms in §6.

Main Result 3 (cf. Theorem 23). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a fully supported Borel probabil-
ity measure µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu denote an i.i.d. sample fromX with distribution
µX . Let ε ą 0. Then,

P
`

dBpDgm‚pXq,Dgm‚pXnqq ě ε
˘

ď

`

1´Mε{4pXq
˘n

Mε{4pXq
,

where Dgm‚ is a persistence diagram (in dimension k P Z`) obtained from one of the Rips or Čech meth-
ods and the bottleneck distance dB is a pseudometric on persistence diagrams. In particular, Dgm‚pXnq
converges almost surely to that of Dgm‚pXq in the sense of dB as the sample size increases.

1.2. Related literature. The authors of [MV13] provide a recent and comprehensive survey of clustering
methods on directed networks. Of these methods, spectral clustering via the directed Laplacian ([Chu05])
has achieved some popularity. Hierarchical clustering methods based on directed spectral clustering have
been proposed by [PM05] and [Gle06]. Similar approaches for flat clustering have been carried out by
[ZHS05] and [ADN`08]. However, while these methods have been analyzed and tested on benchmark
data, their consistency/convergence properties remain unknown. Perhaps this is due to the complications
that arise when generalizing the ideas of spectral clustering to directed settings; we remark that even in the
undirected setting, convergence results for flat spectral clustering were unknown until [VLBB08]. Several
other methods for clustering directed networks are described in [MV13], but we note that even the most
convincing of these methods lack supporting evidence for convergence.

In the setting of persistent homology methods for asymmetric data, an interesting line of work was carried
out in [EW16]. Here the data consisted of asymmetric dissimilarity matrices arising from Bregman diver-
gences. Other approaches for working with asymmetric data were studied in [Tur16, CM16] and [CM17b].
As in the case of hierarchical clustering, there appears to be no prior work towards convergence of persistent
homology methods for directed networks.

In our work we analyze the convergence of certain extensions of the nonreciprocal and reciprocal hi-
erarchical clustering methods that appeared in [CMRS13, CMRS17]. Both these methods are relatives of
single linkage hierarchical clustering, for which efficient algorithms exist ([Sib73]). Single linkage is also
the only hierarchical clustering method for which meaningful convergence results exist [Das16], dating back
to [Har81] and continuing in recent times with [CM10], [CDKvL14] and [EBW15] (for modified versions
of single linkage). Along the persistent homology front, we study the constructions that were presented in
[CM16] for finite networks, and extend these constructions to the compact setting. After showing that these
persistent homology methods are well-defined, we state and prove their convergence properties.

Our definition (Definition 1) of a directed network is very general, so our methods accept a wide variety
of input. Interesting examples of such inputs include points sampled from a Finsler manifold, which is the
directed generalization of a Riemannian manifold. While there has been recent interest in clustering points
sampled from Riemannian manifolds ([BNR`13], [CGOS13], [EBW15]), nothing seems to be known in the
case of Finsler manifolds.

1.3. Notation and preliminaries. We write R to denote the real numbers, and R` to denote the nonnega-
tive reals. Similarly we write Z and Z` to denote the integers and nonnegative integers, respectively. By N
we denote the natural numbers, which we understand to be t1, 2, 3, . . .u. Given a set S, we write |S| to de-
note its cardinality, and powpSq to denote the nonempty elements of the power set of S. For any r P R, and
any ε ą 0, an open ball of radius ε is denoted Bpr, εq. Given a function f : X Ñ Y and a subset A Ď X ,
we write fpAq to denote the set tfpxq : x P Au. All topological spaces are assumed to be second countable
and Hausdorff. An open cover of a topological space X is a collection of open sets tUi Ď X : i P Iu
indexed by some set I such that each Ui is nonempty, and

Ť

iPI Ui “ X . The connected components of
a topological space X are the maximal connected subsets of X—they are disjoint, nonempty, and closed.
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Given a topological space X , we will write BorelpXq to denote the Borel σ-field on X . We often write
pΩ,F ,Pq to denote a probability space. The support of a measure µX on a topological space X is defined
as:

supppµXq :“ tx P X : for each open neighborhood Nx Q x, we have µXpNxq ą 0u .

The complement of supppµXq is the union of open sets of measure zero. It follows that supppµXq is closed,
hence compact.

Given a probability space pΩ,F ,Pq and a measurable space pX,Gq, a random variable (defined on Ω
with values in X) is a measurable function x : Ω Ñ X . The pushforward or image measure of x is defined
to be the measure pxq˚P on G given by writing pxq˚PpAq :“ Ppx´1rAsq for all A P G. The pushforward is
often called the distribution of x.

We recall an important corollary of the existence of infinite products of probability measures. For any
probability space pX,F , µXq, there exists a probability space pΩ, E ,Pq on which there are independent
random variables x1, x2, . . . taking values in X with distribution µX [Dud02, §8.2]. This is done by letting
Ω :“

ś

nPNX and taking each xi to be the canonical projection map pωiqiPN ÞÑ ωi.
A metric space is a set X together with a function dX : X ˆ X Ñ R` such that for all x, x1, x2 P X ,

we have dXpx, x1q “ 0 iff x “ x1, dXpx, x1q “ dXpx
1, xq, and dXpx, x2q ď dXpx, x

1q ` dXpx
1, x2q. An

ultrametric space is a metric space pX,uXq satisfying the strong triangle inequality: for all x, x1, x2 P X ,
uXpx, x

2q ď maxpuXpx, x
1q, uXpx

1, x2qq.
Proofs not contained in the main text have been relegated to Appendix A.

2. THE NETWORK DISTANCE

As we mentioned in the introduction, in order to state convergence results, we define a dissimilarity
measure dN on CN . A related method, using the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between compact metric
spaces, was used in [CM10] to prove convergence of metric space clustering methods.

Intuitively, given two networks pX, eXq and pY, eY q, one measures their dissimilarity by matching nodes
of X with nodes of Y and then calculating the “deviation" in edge weights. This can be done using the
distortion of correspondences.

Definition 2 (Correspondence). Let pX, eXq, pY, eY q P CN . A correspondence between X and Y is a
relation R Ď X ˆ Y such that πXpRq “ X and πY pRq “ Y , where πX and πY are the canonical
projections of X ˆ Y onto X and Y , respectively. The collection of all correspondences between X and Y
will be denoted RpX,Y q, abbreviated to R when the context is clear.

Definition 3 (Distortion and the network distance). Let pX, eXq, pY, eY q P CN and let R P RpX,Y q.
The distortion of R is given by dispRq :“ suppx,yq,px1,y1qPR |eXpx, x

1q ´ eY py, y
1q|. The network distance

between X and Y is defined as:

dN ppX, eXq, pY, eY qq :“ 1
2 inf
RPR

dispRq.

The distance dN is a generalization of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between compact metric spaces
[BBI01]. In order to provide a self-contained presentation, additional material related to dN , including
examples, is provided in Appendix C. The next theorem justifies calling dN a network distance:

Theorem 2 ([CM17a]). The function dN is a pseudometric on CN .

For our purposes in this paper, it turns out that a reformulation of dN is more useful. First we define the
distortion of a map between two networks. Given any pX, eXq, pY, eY q P CN and a map ϕ : pX, eXq Ñ
pY, eY q, the distortion of ϕ is defined as:

dispϕq :“ sup
x,x1PX

|eXpx, x
1q ´ eY pϕpxq, ϕpx

1qq|.
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Next, given maps ϕ : pX, eXq Ñ pY, eY q and ψ : pY, eY q Ñ pX, eXq, we define two co-distortion terms:

CX,Y pϕ,ψq :“ sup
px,yqPXˆY

|eXpx, ψpyqq ´ eY pϕpxq, yq|,

CY,Xpψ,ϕq :“ sup
py,xqPYˆX

|eY py, ϕpxqq ´ eXpψpyq, xq|.

Theorem 3 (Reformulation via maps). Let pX, eXq, pY, eY q P CN . Then,

dN pX,Y q “
1
2 inftmaxpdispϕq,dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.

Remark 4. Theorem 3 is analogous to a result of Kalton and Ostrovskii [KO97] and has already appeared
with proof in the setting of finite networks in [CM16]. We provide full details in Appendix A along with the
modifications needed for the result to hold in the setting of compact networks.

3. RESULTS ON FINITE APPROXIMATION OF NETWORKS

We now develop a framework that will enable us to approximate any network by a finite subnetwork.
Notably, the ε-systems that we develop below are vital in proving the sampling results in this paper.

Definition 4 (ε-systems). Let ε ą 0. For any network pX, eXq, an ε-system on X is a finite open cover
U “ tU1, . . . , Unu , n P N, of X such that for any 1 ď i, j ď n, we have eXpUi, Ujq Ď Bprij , εq for some
rij P R.

In some cases, we will be interested in the situation where X is a finite union of connected components
tX1, . . . , Xnu , n P N. By a refined ε-system, we will mean an ε-system such that each element of the
ε-system is contained in precisely one connected component of X .

FIGURE 1. Elements of an ε-system on X , as de-
scribed in Definition 4.

The next theorem is a restatement of Theorem 1
[CM17a]; we state it here in a slightly augmented
form and remark that this form follows from the
proof provided in [CM17a] with little extra work.

Theorem 5 (D of refined ε-systems). Any network
pX, eXq has a refined ε-system for any ε ą 0.

The preceding result shows that refined ε-
systems always exist; this result relies crucially on
the assumption that the network is compact. The
proof of the theorem is delicate and requires careful
arguments using the continuity of eX : XˆX Ñ R
and the compactness of X ˆ X . In the setting of compact subsets of Euclidean space or compact metric
spaces, ε-systems are easy to construct: we can just take a cover by ε-balls, and then extract a finite subcover
by invoking compactness. The strength of Theorem 5 lies in proving the existence of ε-systems even when
symmetry and triangle inequality (key requirements needed to guarantee the standard properties of ε-balls)
are not assumed. The next result shows that by sampling points from all the elements of an ε-system, one
obtains a finite, quantitatively good approximation to the underlying network.

Theorem 6 (ε-systems and dN ). Let pX, eXq be a network, let ε ą 0, and let U be an ε-system on X .
Suppose X 1 is any finite subset of X that has nonempty intersection with each element in U . Then there
exists a correspondence R1 P RpX,X 1q such that dispR1q ă 4ε, and for each px, x1q P R1 we have
tx, x1u P U for some U P U . In particular, it follows that

dN
`

pX, eXq, pX
1, eX |X 1ˆX 1q

˘

ă 2ε.

The first statement in the preceding theorem asserts that we can choose a “well-behaved" correspondence
that associates to each point in X a point in X 1 that belongs to the same element in the ε-system. We will
make use of this assertion in Lemma 12.
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Given a network pX, eXq equipped with a Borel probability measure µX and some ε ą 0, a natural
question to ask is the following: what should it mean to take an optimal ε-system on X? The next definition
sheds some light on this question.

Definition 5. Let pX, eXq be a network with a Borel probability measure µX . Let U be any ε-system on X .
We define the minimal mass function mpUq :“ min tµXpUq : U P U , µXpUq ą 0u . Note that m returns
the minimal non-zero mass of an element in U .

Next let ε ą 0. Define a function Mε : CN Ñ p0, 1s as follows:

MεpXq :“ sup tmpUq : U a refined ε-system on Xu .

Since U covers X , we know that the total mass of U is 1. Thus the set of elements U with positive mass is
nonempty, and so mpUq is strictly positive. It follows that MεpXq is strictly positive. More is true when µX
is fully supported onX: given any ε-system U onX and any U P U , we automatically have µXpUq ą 0. To
see this, suppose µXpUq “ 0. Then U X supppµXq “ ∅, which is a contradiction because supppµXq “ X
and U XX ‰ ∅ by our convention for an open cover (i.e. that empty elements are excluded, see §1.3).

In the preceding definition, for a given ε ą 0, the function MεpXq considers the collection of all refined
ε-systems onX , and then maximizes the minimal mass of any element in such an ε-system. For an example,
consider the setting of Euclidean space Rd: ε-systems can be constructed using ε-balls, and the mass of an
ε-ball scales as εd. The functions in Definition 5 are crucial to the next result, which shows that as we sample
points from a distribution on a network, the sampled subnetwork converges almost surely to the support of
the distribution.

Theorem 7 (Probabilistic network approximation). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a Borel prob-
ability measure µX . For each i P N, let xi : Ω Ñ X be an independent random variable defined on some
probability space pΩ,F ,Pq with distribution µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu. Let ε ą 0.
Then we have:

P
`

tω P Ω : dN psupppµXq,Xnpωqq ě εu
˘

ď

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXqq
˘n

Mε{2psupppµXqq
,

where Xnpωq is the subnetwork induced by tx1pωq, . . . , xnpωqu. In particular, the subnetwork Xn converges
almost surely to X in the dN -sense.

As noted before, the mass of an ε-ball in d-dimensional Euclidean space scales as εd. Thus in the setting
of Euclidean space Rd, the quantity on the right would scale as ε´dp1´ εdqn. Before proving the theorem,
we prove the following useful lemma:

Lemma 8. Assume the setup of pX, eXq, µX , pΩ,F ,Pq, and Xn for each n P N as in Theorem 7. Fix ε ą 0,
and let U “ tU1, . . . , Umu be a refined ε-system on supppµXq. For each 1 ď i ď m and each n P N, define
the following event:

Ai :“
n
č

k“1

tω P Ω : xkpωq R Uiu Ď Ω.

Then we have P p
Ťm
k“1Akq ď

1
mpUqp1´mpUqqn.

Proof of Lemma 8. Here we are considering the probability that at least one of the Ui has empty intersection
with Xn. By independence, PpAiq “ p1´ µXpUiqqn. Then we have:

P

˜

m
ď

k“1

Ak

¸

ď

m
ÿ

k“1

PpAkq “
m
ÿ

k“1

p1´ µXpUkqq
n ď m ¨ max

1ďkďm
p1´ µpUkqq

n ď
p1´mpUqqn

mpUq
.

Here the first inequality follows by subadditivity of measure, and the last inequality follows because the
total mass µXpsupppµXqq “ 1 is an upper bound for m ¨ mpUq. Note also that each U P U has nonzero
mass, by the observation in Definition 5. �
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Proof of Theorem 7. By endowing supppµXq with the restriction of eX to supppµXq ˆ supppµXq it may
itself be viewed as a network with full support, so for notational convenience, we assume X “ supppµXq.

First observe that Mε{2pXq P p0, 1s. Let r P p0,Mε{2pXqq, and let Ur be an ε{2-system on X such that
mpUrq P pr,Mε{2pXqs. For convenience, write m :“ |Ur|, and also write Ur “ tU1, . . . , Umu. For each
1 ď i ď m, define Ai as in the statement of Lemma 8. Then by Lemma 8, the probability that at least one
Ui has empty intersection with Xn is bounded as P p

Ťm
k“1Akq ď

1
mpUrqp1´mpUrqqn. On the other hand, if

Ui has nonempty intersection with Xn for each 1 ď i ď m, then by Theorem 6, we obtain dN pX,Xnq ă ε.
For each n P N, define: Bn :“ tω P Ω : dN pX,Xnpωqq ě εu . Then we have:

PpBnq ď P

˜

m
ď

k“1

Ak

¸

ď
p1´mpUrqqn

mpUrq
.

Since r P p0,Mε{2pXqq was arbitrary, letting r approach Mε{2pXq shows that PpBnq ď
p1´Mε{2pXqq

n

Mε{2pXq
. We

have by Definition 5 that Mε{2pXq is strictly positive. Thus the term on the right side of the inequality is an
element of a convergent geometric series, so

8
ÿ

n“1

PpBnq ď
1

Mε{2pXq

8
ÿ

n“1

p1´Mε{2pXqq
n ă 8.

By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have Pplim supnÑ8Bnq “ 0. The result follows. �

Throughout this section, we described the idea behind sampling from a directed network. In the preceding
theorem, we proved the important result that the sampled subnetwork converges to the actual underlying
network as the sample size increases. We will introduce a few more definitions in the next section, where
we discuss connectivity and induce networks from preexisting partitions of a network. Then we will be ready
to define hierarchical clustering methods on directed networks and to prove related convergence results.

3.1. Chain cost and path-connectedness.

Definition 6 (The modified weight e and path-connectedness). Given a network pX, eXq, one defines a new
weight function eX : X ˆX Ñ R by writing the following for x, x1 P X:

eXpx, x
1q :“ max

`

eXpx, xq, eXpx, x
1q, eXpx

1, x1q
˘

.

To say that pX, eXq is path-connected means that given any x, x1 P X , there exists rx,x1 P X and a
continuous function γ : r0, 1s Ñ X such that γp0q “ x, γp1q “ x1, and for any ε ą 0, there exist
0 “ t0 ď t1 ď t2 ď . . . ď tn “ 1 such that:

eX
`

γptiq, γpti`1q
˘

P prx,x1 ´ ε, rx,x1 ` εq for each 0 ď i ď n´ 1. (1)

Notice that when pX, eXq is a metric space, all the self weights eXpx, xq are zero, so that eX “ eX . Ob-
serve that when viewing a compact subspace of Euclidean space as a network, where the weight function is
given by Euclidean distance, the preceding definition agrees with the standard notion of path connectedness.
Note that if γptq connecting x to x1 satisfies (1), because of the asymmetry of eX , it does not follow that the
reverse curve γp1´ tq connecting x1 to x will satisify (1).

Lemma 9. Let pX, eXq be a path-connected network. Then there exists a unique rX P R such that
eXpx, xq “ rX for all x P X . In the case of metric spaces, one has rX “ 0.

Definition 7 (Path-connectivity constant). Let pX, eXq be a path-connected network. Then we define its
path-connectivity constant pcX to be the real number rX obtained via Lemma 9.

Definition 8 (Networks arising from disconnected networks). Let pX, eXq be a network such that X is a
finite union of path-connected components tUa : a P Au, where A is a (finite) indexing set and each Ua is
compact. Let νA : AˆAÑ R be the map given by writing, for each a, a1 P A,

νApa, a
1q :“ min

 

eXpx, x
1q : x P Ua, x

1 P U 1a
(

.
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Then pA, νAq is a network. The construction of νA is illustrated in Figure 2. In the three-component network
X at the top, the solid lines mark the minimizers of eX between components. The three-node network on
the bottom is the induced network with weights given by ν.

Analogously, one induces a symmetric network by defining λA as follows:

λApa, a
1q :“ min

 

maxpeXpx, x
1q, eXpx

1, xqq : x P Ua, x
1 P Ua1

(

.

FIGURE 2. Networks aris-
ing from disconnected net-
works

The following definition will be useful in the next section.

Definition 9 (Chains and directed cost). A chain c from x to x1 is defined to
be a finite ordered set of points starting at x and reaching x1:

c “
 

x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn : x0 “ x, x1 “ x1, xi P X for all i
(

.

The collection of all chains from x to x1 will be denoted CXpx, x
1q. The

(directed) cost of a chain c P CXpx, x1q is defined as follows: costXpcq :“
maxxi,xi`1Pc eXpxi, xi`1q.

Remark 10 (Equivalence of ultrametrics and dendrograms). Before proceed-
ing to the next section, we remind the reader that any ultrametric has a lossless
representation as a dendrogram, and conversely, any dendrogram has a loss-
less representation as an ultrametric [JS71]. By virtue of this result, we write
the outputs of hierarchical clustering methods as ultrametrics. As shown in
[SCM16], a similar duality holds even in the setting of (asymmetric) networks,
up to a small modification of definitions. In particular, the output of an HC
method on a network is a network in itself, along with some special structure
that allows it to be visualized as a (generalized) dendrogram.

4. THE NONRECIPROCAL
CLUSTERING METHOD: DEFINITION AND CONVERGENCE

We now present the nonreciprocal hierarchical clustering method for directed networks.

Definition 10 (Nonreciprocal clustering). The nonrecriprocal clustering method is a map HNR : CN Ñ CN
given by pX, eXq ÞÑ pX,uNR

X q, where uNR
X : X ˆX Ñ R is defined by writing, for each x, x1 P X ,

uNR
X px, x

1q :“ max

ˆ

inf
cPCXpx,x1q

costXpcq, inf
cPCXpx1,xq

costXpcq

˙

.

The output uNR
X is symmetric and satisfies the ultrametric inequality, so it can be represented as a tree

[SS03, §7.2]. Compare this to the cluster trees discussed by [Har75]. The idea behind this definition is
easily summarized: two points x and x1 belong to the same cluster at resolution δ if there are directed paths
xÑ x1 and x1 Ñ x, each with cost ď δ.

Lemma 11 (Nonreciprocal clustering on a path connected network). Let pX, eXq be a path-connected net-
work with path-connectivity constant pcX (cf. Definition 6). Then pX,uNR

X q “ HNRpX, eXq is given by
writing uNR

X px, x
1q “ pcX for all x, x1 P X .

Lemma 12 (Nonreciprocal clustering collapses path-connected subsets). Let pX, eXq be a network such
that X can be written as a finite union of compact, path-connected components tXa : a P Au. Let pA, νAq
be as in Definition 8, and let pA, uNR

A q “ HNRpA, νAq. Also let U “ tU1, . . . , Umu be a refined ε{2-system
on X .

Suppose that S Ď X is a finite subset equipped with the restriction eS :“ eX |SˆS such that S has
nonempty intersection with Xa for each a P A, and with Ui for each 1 ď i ď m. Then,

dN ppS, u
NR
S q, pA, u

NR
A qq ă ε.
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Theorem 13 (Convergence of nonreciprocal clustering). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a Borel
probability measure µX . Suppose supppµXq is a finite union of compact, path-connected components
tXa : a P Au. Let pA, νAq be as in Definition 8, and let pA, uNR

A q “ HNRpA, νAq. For each i P N, let
xi : Ω Ñ X be an independent random variable defined on some probability space pΩ,F ,Pq with distribu-
tion µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu, and for each ω P Ω, let Xnpωq denote the subnetwork
induced by tx1pωq, . . . , xnpωqu. Let ε ą 0. Then,

P ptω P Ω : dN ppA, u
NR
A q,HNRpXnpωqqq ě εuq ď

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXqq
˘n

Mε{2psupppµXqq
.

In particular, the output of the nonreciprocal clustering method applied to the sampled network Xn con-
verges almost surely to pA, uNR

A q in the sense of dN as the sample size increases.

We end this section with an application of nonreciprocal clustering to Finsler manifolds.

Proposition 14 (Nonreciprocal clustering on Finsler manifolds). Let pM,FM , eM q be a compact, connected
Finsler manifold without boundary, where eM is the asymmetric weight function induced by the Finsler
function FM . Then uNR

M px, x
1q “ 0 for all x, x1 PM .

Proof of Proposition 14. Let x, x1 P M . Let ε ą 0, and let γ, γ1 : r0, 1s Ñ M be curves from x to x1 and
from x1 to x, respectively. By choosing n uniformly separated points on γpr0, 1sq and γ1pr0, 1sq for suffi-
ciently large n, we obtain finite chains c and c1 on γpr0, 1sq and γ1pr0, 1sq such that maxpcostM pcq, costM pc

1qq ă

ε. Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, we obtain uNR
M px, x

1q “ 0. �

5. THE RECIPROCAL CLUSTERING METHOD: DEFINITION AND CONVERGENCE

Definition 11 (Reciprocal clustering). The recriprocal clustering method is a map HR : CN Ñ CN given
by pX, eXq ÞÑ pX,uR

Xq, where uR
X : X ˆX Ñ R is defined by writing, for each x, x1 P X ,

uR
Xpx, x

1q :“ inf
cPCXpx,x1q

max
xi,xi`1Pc

ˆ

max
`

eXpxi, xi`1q, eXpxi`1, xiq
˘

˙

. (2)

The function uR
X satisfies the ultrametric inequality, so it can be represented as a tree [SS03, §7.2].

Our convergence result for reciprocal clustering requires two additional assumption on the underlying
network: (1) the weight function is a dissimilarity measure (i.e. self-weights are 0), and (2) the asymmetry
is bounded. This is clarified in the following definition.

Definition 12 (Dissimilarity weights and finite reversibility). The weight function eX of a network pX, eXq
is called a dissimilarity if eXpx, x1q “ 0 if and only if x “ x1, for all x P X , and eXpx, x

1q ě 0 for all
x, x1 P X . The reversibility ρX of a network pX, eXq with dissimilarity weights is defined to be ρX :“

supx‰x1PX
eXpx,x

1q

eXpx1,xq
. We always have ρX ě 1. Finally, pX, eXq is said to have finite reversibility if ρX ă 8.

Dissimilarity networks with finite reversibility are very natural: all metric spaces have reversibility 1, and
the main objects of interest when studying Finsler manifolds or directed metric spaces are those with finite
reversibility ([BCS12, SZ10]). When viewed as networks, the weight functions of these spaces are always
dissimilarities.

The following result is a statement of the convergence of reciprocal hierarchical clustering. A detailed
proof is provided in the appendix.

Theorem 15 (Convergence of reciprocal clustering). Let pX, eXq be a network with dissimilarity weights
and finite reversibility equipped with a Borel probability measure µX . Suppose supppµXq is a finite union
of compact, path-connected components tXa : a P Au. Let pA, λAq be as in Definition 8, and let pA, uR

Aq “

HRpA, λAq. For each i P N, let xi : Ω Ñ X be an independent random variable defined on some probability
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space pΩ,F ,Pq with distribution µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu, and for each ω P Ω, let
Xnpωq denote the subnetwork induced by tx1pωq, . . . , xnpωqu. Let ε ą 0. Then,

P ptω P Ω : dN ppA, u
R
Aq,HRpXnpωqqq ě εuq ď

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXq, Aq
˘n

Mε{2psupppµXq, Aq
.

In particular, the output of the reciprocal clustering method applied to the sampled network Xn converges
almost surely to pA, uR

Aq in the sense of dN as the sample size increases.

In the case of Finsler manifolds with finite reversibility, we can also recover the result of Proposition 14.

Proposition 16 (Reciprocal clustering on Finsler manifolds with finite reversibility). Let pM,FM , emq be
a compact, connected finitely-reversible Finsler manifold without boundary. Here eM is the asymmetric
weight function induced by the Finsler function FM . Then uR

M px, x
1q “ 0 for all x, x1 PM .

Proof of Proposition 16. Let x, x1 P M . Let ε ą 0, and let γ : r0, 1s Ñ M be a curve from x to x1. By
invoking the finite reversibility of M , choose n uniformly separated points tx1, . . . , xnu on γpr0, 1sq for
sufficiently large n such that maxpeM pxi, xi`1q, eM pxi`1, xiqq ă ε for each i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. Here x1 “ x
and xn “ x1. Then uR

M px, x
1q ă ε. Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, the result follows. �

6. PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY METHODS AND CONVERGENCE

In this section, we describe two persistent homology methods that have appeared in the literature and
prove their convergence. We begin with the definition of a persistent vector space. Throughout this section,
all our vector spaces are assumed to be over a fixed ground field F.

Definition 13. A persistent vector space V is a family tV δ
νδ,δ1
ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1PR of vector spaces and linear

maps such that: (1) νδ,δ is the identity map for any δ P R, and (2) νδ,δ2 “ νδ1,δ2 ˝νδ,δ1 whenever δ ď δ1 ď δ2.

Recall that conventional hierarchical clustering methods take in metric data as input and produce ultra-
metrics as output that are in turn faithfully visualized as dendrograms. A conventional persistent homology
method (e.g. Rips or Čech) yields a higher dimensional analogue of this process: it takes a metric dataset
as input, and outputs a persistent vector space V that is faithfully represented as a persistence diagram
DgmpVq. A classification result in [CZCG05, §5.2] shows that the persistence diagram is a full invariant of
a persistent vector space. This completes the analogy with the setting of hierarchical clustering.

Persistence diagrams can be compared using the bottleneck distance, which we denote by dB. We point
the reader to [CDSGO16] and references therein for details.

While the persistence diagram and bottleneck distance are the primary tools in practical applications,
theoretical proofs are often made simpler through the language of interleavings and interleaving distance.
We present this next.

Definition 14 (ε-interleaving, [CCSG`09]). Let U “ tU δ
sδ,δ1
ÝÝÑ U δ

1

uδďδ1PR and V “ tV δ
tδ,δ1
ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1PR

be two persistent vector spaces. Given ε ě 0, U and V are said to be ε-interleaved if there exist two families
of linear maps tϕδ : U δ Ñ V δ`εuδPR and tψδ : V δ Ñ U δ`εuδPR such that: (1) ϕδ1 ˝ sδ,δ1 “ tδ`ε,δ1`ε ˝ ϕδ,
(2) ψδ1 ˝ tδ,δ1 “ sδ`ε,δ1`ε ˝ ψδ, (3) sδ,δ`2ε “ ψδ`ε ˝ ϕδ, and (4) tδ,δ`2ε “ ϕδ`ε ˝ ψδ for each δ ď δ1 P R.

The interleaving distance between U and V is then defined as:

dIpU ,Vq :“ inftε ě 0 : U and V are ε-interleavedu.

The interleaving and bottleneck distances are connected by the Isometry Theorem, which states that the two
distances are in fact equivalent. Various forms of this theorem have appeared in the literature; we will end
this section with a statement of this result that appears in [CDSGO16].

Our aim in this work is to describe the convergence of persistent homology methods applied to network
data. When dealing with finite networks, the vector spaces resulting from applying a persistent homology
method will necessarily be finite dimensional. However, our setting is that of infinite (more specifically,
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compact) networks, and so we need additional machinery to ensure that our methods output well-defined
persistent vector spaces. The following definition and theorem are provided in full detail in [CDSGO16].

Definition 15 (§2.1, [CDSGO16]). A persistent vector space V “ tV δ
νδ,δ1
ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1PR is q-tame if νδ,δ1

has finite rank whenever δ ă δ1.

Theorem 17 ([CDSGO16], also [CDSO14] Theorem 2.3). Any q-tame persistent vector space V has a
well-defined persistence diagram DgmpVq. If U ,V are ε-interleaved q-tame persistent vector spaces, then
dBpDgmpUq,DgmpVqq ď ε.

We conclude this section with a statement of the isometry theorem.

Theorem 18 (Theorem 5.14, [CDSGO16]). Let U ,V be q-tame persistent vector spaces. Then,

dIpU ,Vq “ dBpU ,Vq.

6.1. Rips and Dowker persistent homology methods on networks. We now present methods of produc-
ing persistent vector spaces from network data. For finite networks, these methods have already appeared
in [CM16]. In this paper, our goal is to define these methods for compact networks and to establish their
convergence properties.

Definition 16 (Rips complexes). Given a compact network pX, eXq and δ P R, the Rips complex at resolu-
tion δ is defined as:

RδpXq :“ tσ P powpXq : σ finite, max
x,x1Pσ

eXpx, x
1q ď δu.

The Rips complex construction is the simplest to understand, because it is a direct generalization of
the Rips complex of a metric space (at a given resolution). This definition yields a simplicial filtration
tRδpXq ãÑ Rδ1pXquδďδ1PR. Applying the simplicial homology functor in dimension k (for k P Z`) to this
filtration yields the Rips persistent vector space PVecRk pXq.

Next we describe two constructions—the Dowker source and sink complexes—that are asymmetric gen-
eralizations of the Čech complex of a metric space.

Definition 17 (Dowker complexes). Given a compact network pX, eXq and δ P R, the Dowker sink-complex
at resolution δ is defined as:

Dsi
δ pXq :“ tσ P powpXq : σ finite, min

pPX
max
xPσ

eXpx, pq ď δu.

Similarly, the Dowker source-complex at resolution δ is defined as:

Dso
δ pXq :“ tσ P powpXq : σ finite, min

pPX
max
xPσ

eXpp, xq ď δu.

The Dowker sink and source complexes are different in general when X is asymmetric. Surprisingly,
the persistent vector spaces obtained from the sink and source filtrations are equivalent. This result was
established in [CM16] in the setting of finite networks. For compact networks, the statement is as follows.

Theorem 19 (Dowker duality). Let pX, eXq be a compact network, and let k P Z`. Then,

PVecsik pXq “ PVecsok pXq.

The proof is via a functorial generalization of Dowker’s Theorem [Dow52], which holds in the case of
infinite sets. Alternatively, a functorial generalization of the Nerve Lemma can also be used to prove this
result, as suggested in [CDSO14]. Hence we denote the resulting persistent vector space (in dimension
k P Z`) as PVecDk pXq, without distinguishing between sink and source constructions.

The following lemma essentially follows from arguments presented in [CM16], along with minor modi-
fications to fit the setting of compact networks.

Lemma 20 (Relations between dN and dI). Let pX, eXq and pY, eY q be two networks. Let ε ą 2dN pX,Y q.
Then PVecRk pXq and PVecRk pY q are ε-interleaved, and so are PVecDk pXq and PVecDk pY q.
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Theorem 21. Let pX, eXq P CN , k P Z`. Then both PVecRk pXq and PVecDk pXq are q-tame.

The metric space analogue of Theorem 21 appeared in [CDSO14, Proposition 5.1]; the same proof struc-
ture works in the setting of networks after applying our results on approximation via ε-systems.

Proof of Theorem 21. Both cases are similar, so we just prove the case of PVecDk pXq. For convenience,

write PVecDk pXq “ tV δ
νδ,δ1
ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1PR. Let δ ă δ1. We need to show νδ,δ1 has finite rank. Write

ε :“ pδ1 ´ δq{2. Let U be an ε{4-system on X (this requires Theorem 5). Then by Theorem 6 we pick a
finite subset X 1 Ď X such that dN pX,X 1q ă ε{2. Then PVecDk pX

1q and PVecDk pXq are ε-interleaved.

For convenience, write PVecDk pX
1q “ tU δ

µδ,δ1
ÝÝÝÑ U δ

1

uδďδ1PR. Then the map νδ,δ1 : V δ Ñ V δ1 factorizes
through U δ`ε via interleaving maps V δ Ñ U δ`ε Ñ V δ`2ε “ V δ1 . Since U δ`ε is finite dimensional, it
follows that νδ,δ1 has finite rank. This concludes the proof. �

Corollary 22 (Stability). Let pX, eXq, pY, eY q P CN , k P Z`. Then,

dBpDgmR
k pXq,DgmR

k pY qq ď 2dN pX,Y q, and dBpDgmD
k pXq,DgmD

k pY qq ď 2dN pX,Y q.

Proof. By Theorem 21, both the Rips and Dowker persistent vector spaces of X and Y are q-tame. Thus
they have well-defined persistence diagrams (Theorem 17). The result follows by Lemma 20 and Theorem
17. �

Theorem 23 (Convergence). Let pX, eXq be a network equipped with a Borel probability measure µX . For
each i P N, let xi : Ω Ñ X be an independent random variable defined on some probability space pΩ,F ,Pq
with distribution µX . For each n P N, let Xn “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu. Let ε ą 0. Then we have:

P
`

tω P Ω : dBpDgm‚psupppµXqq,Dgm‚pXnpωqqq ě εu
˘

ď

`

1´Mε{4psupppµXqq
˘n

Mε{4psupppµXqq
,

where Xnpωq is the subnetwork induced by tx1pωq, . . . , xnpωqu and Dgm‚ is either of DgmR and DgmD.
In particular, either of the Rips and Dowker persistent vector spaces of the subnetwork Xn converges almost
surely to that of supppµXq in bottleneck distance.

Proof of Theorem 23. We can consider supppµXq as a network with full support by endowing it with the
restriction of eX to supppµXq ˆ supppµXq, so for convenience, we assume X “ supppµXq. Let ω P Ω be
such that dN pX,Xnpωqq ă ε{2. Then by Corollary 22, we have that dBpDgm‚pXq,Dgm‚pXnqq ă ε. By
applying Theorem 7, we then have:

P
`

tω P Ω : dBpDgm‚pXq,Dgm‚pXnpωqqq ě εu
˘

ď P
`

tω P Ω : dN pX,Xnpωqq ě ε{2u
˘

ď

`

1´Mε{4psupppµXqq
˘n

Mε{4psupppµXqq
.

We conclude the proof with an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, as in the proof of Theorem 7. �

In the next section, we will apply these results to the particular example of a directed circle [CM17a].

7. CLUSTERING AND PERSISTENCE ON THE DIRECTED CIRCLE

Consider the directed unit circle p~S1, e~S1q, which is defined as follows:

~S1 :“
!

eiθ P C : θ P r0, 2πq
)

.

For each eiθ1 , eiθ2 P ~S1,

e~S1pe
iθ1 , eiθ2q :“

#

θ2 ´ θ1 : θ1 ď θ2,

2π ´ pθ1 ´ θ2q : θ1 ą θ2.
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Here ~S1 is endowed with the standard topology generated by open balls in C, and is thus a compact topolog-
ical space. Observe that e~S1 yields the counterclockwise distance, i.e. the length of a counterclockwise arc,
between pairs of points on ~S1. As such, it satisfies the triangle inequality and vanishes on a pair peiθ1 , eiθ2q
if and only if θ1 “ θ2.

Thus p~S1, e~S1q becomes an example of a compact network with dissimilarity weights. Furthermore, this
compact, asymmetric network admits ε-approximations for any ε ą 0. To see this, fix any n P N, and
consider the directed circle network on n nodes p~S1n, e~S1nq obtained by writing

~S1n :“
!

e
2πik
n P C : k P t0, 1, . . . , n´ 1u

)

,

and defining e~S1n
to be the restriction of e~S1 on this set. An illustration of ~S1 and ~S1n for n “ 6 is provided in

Figure 3. In [CM17a], it was shown that dN p~S1, ~S16q ď π{3, and that more generally, we have the following:

Theorem 24 ([CM17a]). As nÑ8, the sequence of finite networks ~S1n limits to the compact network ~S1 in
the sense of dN .

The directed circles on n nodes are closely related to the cycle networks on n nodes that were introduced
in [CM16]. The only difference is that a cycle network on n nodes has largest edge weight n, whereas ~S1n
is normalized to have largest edge weight 2π ´ 2π{n. The 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of
cycle networks with finitely many nodes were fully characterized in [CM16]. By transporting those results
to our setting, we obtain:

Theorem 25 ([CM16]). Let n P N. Then DgmD
1 p
~S1nq “ t

`

2π
n ,

2π
n rn{2s

˘

P R2u.

~S1 ~S1
6

e
4π
6 e

2π
6

e0

e
10π
6e

8π
6

e
6π
6

2π
6

2π
6

2π
6

2π
6

2π
6

2π
6

FIGURE 3. The directed circle ~S1 and a directed circle on 6 nodes ~S16. By the results in
[CM17a], we have dN p~S1, ~S16q ď π

3 . By Theorem 25, we have DgmD
1 p
~S16q “ t

`

π
3 , π

˘

P

R2u.

7.1. Characterization results. As an explicit application of the tools developed in this paper, we provide
the following characterization results regarding clustering and persistence on the directed circle. The results
are illustrated in Figure 4.

Theorem 26 (Nonreciprocal clustering on ~S1).

uNR
~S1 px, x

1q “ 0 for all x, x1 P ~S1.
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Proof of Theorem 26. We claim that ~S1 is path-connected, with path-connectivity constant pc~S1 “ 0 (invok-
ing Lemma 9). The result then follows by Lemma 11.

Let eiθ ‰ eiφ P ~S1. Without loss of generality, suppose θ ă φ. Then epeiθ, eiφq “ φ´ θ. Let ε ą 0, and
pick θ0 ă θ1 ă . . . ă θn P rθ, φs such that θ0 :“ θ, θn :“ φ, and θk ´ θk´1 ă ε for all k “ 1, . . . , n. Then
e~S1pe

iθk´1 , eiθkq P Bp0, εq for all k “ 1, . . . , n.
We also have epeiφ, eiθq “ 2π ´ pφ ´ θq ą 0. But again we can pick φ0, φ1, . . . , φm such that φ0 :“ φ,

φm :“ θ, and e~S1pe
iφk´1 , eiφkq P Bp0, εq for all k “ 1, . . . ,m.

Since eiθ ‰ eiφ P ~S1 and ε ą 0 were arbitrary, it follows by Definition 6 that ~S1 is path-connected. The
preceding work shows that pc~S1 “ 0. The result follows. �

The case of nonreciprocal clustering essentially followed from an application of Theorem 13 (i.e. the
special case of Lemma 11. Next we consider the application of reciprocal clustering to ~S1. Notice that ~S1 is
not finitely reversible, so we cannot apply Theorem 15 directly.

Theorem 27 (Reciprocal clustering on ~S1).

uR
~S1px, x

1q “ π for all x ‰ x1 P ~S1.

Proof of Theorem 27. Let eiθ ‰ eiφ P ~S1. Without loss of generality, suppose θ ă φ. Then epeiθ, eiφq “
φ´ θ, and epeiφ, eiθq “ 2π ´ pφ´ θq. Thus

max
`

e~S1pe
iθ, eiφq, e~S1pe

iφ, eiθq
˘

ě π,

and equality is achieved when eiθ and eiφ are antipodal.
Let ε ą 0. Write x0 :“ eiθ, and consider the function f : ~S1 Ñ ~S1 defined by writing fpeiαq “

eipα`π`ε{3q. Here f maps a point in ~S1 to an “ε{3-offset" of its antipode, where the offset is in the counter-
clockwise direction. For each k P N, define xk :“ fpxk´1q. Let n P N be such that e~S1pxn, e

iφq P Bpπ, εq.
Then e~S1pe

iφ, xnq P Bpπ, εq as well. Thus we have

max
`

e~S1pe
iφ, xnq, e~S1pxn, e

iφq
˘

P Bpπ, εq.

By construction, we also have

max
`

e~S1pxk´1, xkq, e~S1pxk, xk´1q
˘

P Bpπ, εq, for all k “ 1, . . . , n.

Thus uR
~S1
peiθ, eiφq P Bpπ, εq. But ε ą 0 was arbitrary. The result now follows. �

Finally, we consider the application of 1-dimensional Dowker persistent homology to ~S1.

Theorem 28 (1-dimensional Dowker persistence of ~S1).

dB
`

DgmD
1 p
~S1q, tp0, πqu

˘

“ 0.

Proof of Theorem 28. Let ε ą 0. By Theorem 24, dN p~S1, ~S1nq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Then by Corollary 22,
dBpDgmD

1 p
~S1q,DgmD

1 p
~S1nqq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. By Theorem 25, dBpDgmD

1 p
~S1nq, tp0, πquq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.

Let N P N be large enough so that for all n ě N , we have dBpDgmD
1 p
~S1q,DgmD

1 p
~S1nqq ă ε{2 and

dBpDgmD
1 p
~S1nq, tp0, πquq ă ε{2. Thus by triangle inequality, dBpDgmD

1 p
~S1q, tp0, πquq ă ε. Since ε ą 0

was arbitrary, the result follows. �
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0 0 π 0 π

FIGURE 4. (Left to Right): The output dendrograms of the nonreciprocal and reciprocal
clustering methods on ~S1, and a persistence barcode representing the diagram tp0, πqu. See
Theorems 26, 27, and 28.

8. DISCUSSION

We proposed a framework for consistent sampling from general directed networks. Our framework en-
compasses metric spaces, directed metric spaces, and possibly infinite structures that do not satisfy any of
the usual metric properties. We also proved convergence results for two hierarchical clustering methods
and two persistent homology methods that apply to our model of directed networks. As an exemplification
of our results, we considered a natural model of a directed circle, and characterized the behavior of these
methods on this directed circle.

We are currently interested in developing other models of directed shapes and characterizing the results
of applying these methods on such shapes.
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APPENDIX A. PROOFS

Proof of Theorem 3. First we show that:

dN pX,Y q ě
1
2 inftmaxpdispϕq,dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.

Let ε ą dN pX,Y q, and let R be a correspondence such that dispRq ă 2ε. We can define maps ϕ : X Ñ Y
and ψ : Y Ñ X as follows: for each x P X , set ϕpxq “ y for some y such that px, yq P R. Similarly, for
each y P Y , set ψpyq “ x for some x such that px, yq P R.
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Let x P X, y P Y . Then we have

|eXpx, ψpyqq ´ eY pϕpxq, yq| ă 2ε and |eXpψpyq, xq ´ eY py, ϕpxqq| ă 2ε.

Since x P X, y P Y were arbitrary, it follows that CX,Y pϕ,ψq ď 2ε and CY,Xpψ,ϕq ď 2ε.
Also for any x, x1 P X , we have px, ϕpxqq, px1, ϕpx1qq P R, and so

|eXpx, x
1q ´ eY pϕpxq, ϕpx

1qq| ă 2ε.

Thus dispϕq ď 2ε, and similarly dispψq ď 2ε. This proves the “ě" case.
Next we wish to show:

dN pX,Y q ď
1
2 inftmaxpdispϕq,dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.

Suppose ϕ,ψ are given, and 1
2 maxpdispϕq, dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq ă ε, for some ε ą 0.

Let RX “ tpx, ϕpxqq : x P Xu and let RY “ tpψpyq, yq : y P Y u. Then R “ RX Y RY is a correspon-
dence. We wish to show that for any z “ pa, bq, z1 “ pa1, b1q P R,

|eXpa, a
1q ´ eY pb, b

1q| ă 2ε.

This will show that dispRq ď 2ε, and so dN pX,Y q ď ε.
To see this, let z, z1 P R. Note that there are four cases: (1) z, z1 P RX , (2) z, z1 P RY , (3) z P

RX , z
1 P RY , and (4) z P RY , z

1 P RX . In the first two cases, the desired inequality follows be-
cause dispϕq,dispψq ă 2ε. The inequality follows in cases (3) and (4) because CX,Y pϕ,ψq ă 2ε and
CY,Xpψ,ϕq ă 2ε, respectively. Thus dN pX,Y q ď ε. �

Proof of Theorem 6. Write U “ tU1, U2, . . . , Unu for n P N and X 1 “ tx1, x2, . . . , xmu for m P N. For
each 1 ď i ď n, let si P X 1 X Ui. Then define S :“ ts1, s2, . . . , snu, and equip S with the restriction of eX
to obtain a finite network.

Claim 1. Let A be a subset of X equipped with the weight function eX |AˆA that has nonempty intersection
with each element in U . Then dN pS,Aq ă ε.

Proof of Claim 1. Observe that U is a cover of A, and that Ui contains si for each 1 ď i ď n. To avoid
ambiguity in our construction, we will need to ensure that Ui does not contain sj for i ‰ j. So our first step
is to obtain a cover of A by disjoint sets while ensuring that each si P S belongs to exactly one element of
the new cover. We define:

U˚1 :“ U1zS, U
˚
2 :“ U2zS, U

˚
3 :“ U3zS, . . . , U

˚
n :“ UqzS, and

rU1 :“ U˚1 Y ts1u ,
rU2 :“ pU˚2 z

rU1q Y ts2u , rU3 :“
´

U˚3 zp
rU1 Y rU2q

¯

Y ts3u , . . . ,

rUn :“
´

U˚nz
´

Y
n´1
k“1

rUk

¯¯

Y tsnu .

Notice that
!

rUi : 1 ď i ď n
)

is a cover for A, and for each 1 ď i, j ď n, rUi contains sj if and only if i “ j.
Now we define a correspondence between A and S as follows:

R :“
!

px, siq : x P AX rUi, 1 ď i ď n
)

.

Next let px, siq, px1, sjq P R. Then we have px, x1q, psi, sjq P rUi ˆ rUj Ď Ui ˆ Uj . Therefore eXpx, x
1q and

eXpsppiq, sppjqq both belong to Bpr, εq for some r P R. Thus we have:

|eXpx, x
1q ´ eXpsppiq, sppjqq| ă 2ε.

It follows that dispRq ă 2ε, and so dN pA,Sq ă ε. �
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By Claim 1 and the triangle inequality of dN , we have dN pX,X 1q ď dN pX,Sq ` dN pS,X
1q ă ε` ε “

2ε. This proves the first part of the claim.
For the second part, assume that we are in the setup of Claim 1. Then we can obtain correspondences

R P RpX 1, Sq and P P RpX,Sq of the following form:

R :“
!

px1, siq : x1 P X 1 X rUi, 1 ď i ď n
)

P :“
!

px, siq : x P X X rUi, 1 ď i ď n
)

.

Then we can define a correspondence R1 P RpX,X 1q:

R1 :“
 

px, x1q : px, siq P P, px
1, siq P R for some si P S

(

.

Finally, let px, x1q, pz, z1q P R1. Then there exist si, sj P S such that px, siq P P, px1, siq P R, and
pz, sjq P P, pz

1, sjq P R. Then,

|eXpx, zq ´ eXpx
1, z1q| “ |eXpx, zq ´ eXpsi, sjq ` eXpsi, sjq ´ eXpx

1, z1q|

ď dispP q ` dispRq ă 4ε.

This concludes the proof. Observe that this also gives a direct proof that dN pX,X 1q ă 2ε. �

Proof of Lemma 9. Let x, x1 P X and let rx,x1 P R be as in Definition 6. Let pεnqnPN be a sequence
decreasing to 0. Fix n P N, and let γ : r0, 1s Ñ X be a continuous function such that γp0q “ x, γp1q “ x1,
and there exist tn0 “ 0 ď tn1 ď tn2 ď . . . , tnk “ 1 such that:

eXpγpt
n
i q, γpt

n
i`1qq P Bprx,x1 , εnq for each 0 ď i ď n´ 1.

In particular, we have:
 

eXpx, xq, eXpx
1, x1q

(

Ď Bprx,x1 , εnq for each 0 ď i ď n´ 1.

Thus |eXpx, xq ´ eXpx
1, x1q| ď 2εn. Letting n Ñ 8, we obtain eXpx, xq “ eXpx

1, x1q. Since x1 P X was
arbitrary, we get that eXpx1, x1q “ eXpx, xq for all x1 P X . The result now follows. �

Proof of Lemma 11. Let x, x1 P X , and let ε ą 0. By Definition 6, there exist chains c P CXpx, x1q and
c1 P CXpx

1, xq such that maxpcostXpcq, costXpc
1qq ă rX ` ε. Thus uNR

X px, x
1q ă rX ` ε. This holds for

each ε ą 0, and for any x, x1 P X . This concludes the proof. �

Remark 29 (Distortion and eX ). Let pX, eXq, pY, eY q P N and let R P RpX,Y q. Then,

sup
px,yq,px1,y1qPR

|eXpx, x
1q ´ eY py, y

1q| ď dispRq.

To see this, fix px, yq, px1, y1q P R. Suppose u, u1 P tx, x1u are such that eXpx, x1q “ eXpu, u
1q. Let

v, v1 P ty, y1u be such that pu, vq, pu1, v1q P R. Then we have

eXpx, x
1q “ eXpu, u

1q ď dispRq ` eY pv, v
1q ď dispRq ` eY py, y

1q.

Now let v, v1 P ty, y1u be such that eY py, y1q “ eY pv, v
1q. Let u, u1 P tx, x1u be such that pu, vq, pu1, v1q P R.

Then,
eY py, y

1q “ eY pv, v
1q ď dispRq ` eXpu, u

1q ď dispRq ` eXpx, x
1q.

It follows that |eXpx, x1q ´ eY py, y
1q| ď dispRq.

Proof of Lemma 12. For each x P X , let apxq P A denote the index such that x P Xapxq. Then define:

R :“ tps, apsqq : s P Su .

Then R P RpS,Aq. We wish to show dispRq ă 2ε, where the distortion is calculated with respect to uNR
S

and uNR
A . Let ps, apsqq, ps1, aps1qq P R.

Claim 2. We have uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ď uNR
S ps, s

1q.
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Proof. Pick chains

c1 :“
 

r0 “ s, r1, r2, . . . , rk “ s1
(

P CSps, s
1q and

c2 :“
 

t0 “ s1, t1, t2, . . . , tj “ s
(

P CSps
1, sq

such that uNR
S ps, s

1q “ maxpcostpc1q, costpc2qq. Then for each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, we have eSpri, ri`1q ď
uNR
S ps, s

1q. Similarly for each 0 ď i ď j ´ 1 we have eSpti, ti`1q ď uNR
S ps, s

1q. Now observe that for each
x, x1 P X , we have:

νApapxq, apx
1qq ď eXpx, x

1q. (3)
Then for each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, we have:

νApapriq, apri`1qq ď eSpri, ri`1q ď uNR
S ps, s

1q.

Similarly for each 0 ď i ď j ´ 1, we have:

νApaptiq, apti`1qq ď eSpti, ti`1q ď uNR
S ps, s

1q.

It follows that uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ď uNR
S ps, s

1q. �

By Theorem 6, we obtain a correspondence R1 P RpS,Xq with dispR1q ă 2ε such that for each ps, xq P
R1, we have ts, xu Ď U for some U P U . Here the distortion is measured with respect to eX and eS . We
will use this correspondence R1 as follows: for each x P X , there exists s P S such that ps, xq P R1. In other
words, there exists s P S such that ts, xu Ď U for some U P U . Since U is a refined ε{2-system, we know
also that s, x belong to the same connected component Xa, for some a P A.

For each x P X , we will write spxq to denote the element of S obtained by the preceding construction.

Claim 3. Let s, s1 P S be such that apsq “ aps1q, i.e. s, s1 belong to the same path-connected component of
X . Then uNR

S ps, s
1q ă νApapsq, apsqq ` 2ε ď uNR

A papsq, aps
1qq ` 2ε.

Proof of Claim 3. Since Xapsq is path-connected, there exists a unique r P R such that eXpx, xq “ r for
all x P Xapsq by Lemma 9. By Definition 8, we have r ď νApapsq, apsqq. Let η ą 0, and let x, x1 P X
be such that ps, xq, ps1, x1q P R1. Then by the definition of path connectivity, we can take a chain c “
tx0 “ x, x1, x2, . . . , xn “ x1u joining x to x1 such that costXpcq ď r ` η. We can now convert this to a
chain in S by using the correspondence R1. Define:

cS :“
 

s, spx1q, spx2q, . . . , spxn´1q, s
1
(

.

By construction, pspxiq, xiq P R1 for each 1 ď i ď n´ 1. Furthermore we have ps, xq, ps1, x1q P R1 by our
choice of x, x1. Now by using Remark 29 and the fact that dispR1q ă 2ε, we have costSpcSq ă r`η`2ε ď
νApapsq, apsqq ` η ` 2ε.

By a similar process, we can obtain a chain c1S P CSps
1, sq such that costSpc

1
Sq ă νApapsq, apsqq`η`2ε.

Thus uNR
S ps, s

1q ă νApapsq, apsqq ` η ` 2ε. Since η ą 0 was arbitrary, the result follows. �

Claim 4. We have uNR
S ps, s

1q ă uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε.

Proof. Let ÝÑc :“ tr0, . . . , rku be a chain in A such that r0 “ apsq, rk “ aps1q, and for each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1,
we have eApri, ri`1q ď uNR

A papsq, aps
1qq. Similarly let ÐÝc :“ tt0, . . . , tju be a chain in A such that t0 “

aps1q, tj “ apsq, and for each 0 ď i ď j ´ 1, we have eApti, ti`1q ď uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq.
By construction, we have νApri, ri`1q ď uNR

A papsq, aps
1qq for all 0 ď i ď k ´ 1. Similarly we have

νApti, ti`1q ď uNRpapsq, aps1qq for all 0 ď i ď j ´ 1.
Next observe that by compactness of X , for each a, a1 P A we can obtain xpaq P Xa, xpa1q P Xa1 such

that eXpxpaq, xpa1qq “ νApa, a
1q. Applying this construction to consecutive elements in the chains ÝÑc and

ÐÝc , we obtain the following chains in X:
ÝÑcX “ txpr0q, . . . , xprkqu , joining xpapsqq “ xpr0q to xpaps1qq “ xprkq,

ÐÝcX “ txpt0q, . . . , xptjqu , joining xpaps1qq “ xpt0q to xpapsqq “ xptjq.
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In particular, for each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, we have eXpxpriq, xpri`1qq “ νApri, ri`1q. Similarly for each
0 ď i ď j ´ 1, we have eXpxptiq, xpti`1qq “ νApti, ti`1q. Furthermore, we have xpriq P Xri for each
0 ď i ď k, and xptiq P Xti for each 0 ď i ď j.

Now we can use the correspondence R1 P RpS,Xq that we had fixed earlier. Recall the use of the
notation spxq P S for x P X from the discussion preceding Claim 3. Now we obtain the following chains in
S:

ÝÑcS “ tspxpr0qq, . . . , spxprkqqu , joining spxpapsqqq P Xapsq to spxpaps1qqq P Xaps1q, and
ÐÝcS “ tspxpt0qq, . . . , spxptjqqu , joining spxpaps1qqq P Xaps1q to spxpapsqqq P Xapsq, such that

eSpspxpriqq, spxpri`1qqq ă eXpxpriq, xpri`1qq ` 2ε for all 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, and

eSpspxptiqq, spxpti`1qqq ă eXpxptiq, xpti`1qq ` 2ε for all 0 ď i ď j ´ 1.

Here we have applied Remark 29 on consecutive points in the chains to obtain the inequalities.
We know that s and spxpr0qq “ spxptjqq belong to the same path-connected component Xapsq, and

similarly s1 and spxprkqq “ spxpt0qq belong to the same path-connected component Xaps1q. By Claim 3, we
have:

uNR
S ps, spxpρ0qqq “ uNR

S ps, spxpτvqqq ă uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε,

uNR
S ps

1, spxpρuqqq “ uNR
S ps

1, spxpτ0qqq ă uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε.

Finally it follows that:
uNR
S ps, s

1q ă uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε.

�

Thus we have |uNR
S ps, s

1q´uNR
A papsq, aps

1qq| ă 2ε. Since ps, apsqq, ps1, aps1qq P R were arbitrary, it now
follows that dN ppS, uNR

S q, pA, u
NR
A qq ă ε. �

Proof of Theorem 13. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 7, but we repeat the argument here to facil-
itate the assessment of details. First observe that Mε{2psupppµXqq P p0, 1s. Let r P p0,Mε{2psupppµXqqq,
and let Ur be a refined ε{2-system on supppµXq such that mpUrq P pr,Mε{2psupppµXqqs. For convenience,
write m :“ |Ur|, and also write Ur “ tU1, . . . , Umu.

For each 1 ď i ď m, define Ai as in the statement of Lemma 8. Then by Lemma 8, the probability that
at least one Ui has empty intersection with Xn is bounded as P p

Ťm
k“1Akq ď

1
mpUrqp1´mpUrqqn.

On the other hand, if Ui has nonempty intersection with Xnpωq for each 1 ď i ď m, then by Lemma 12,
we obtain dN ppA, uNR

A q,HNRpXnpωqqq ă ε. Now define:

Bn :“ tω P Ω : dN ppA, u
NR
A q,HNRpXnpωqqq ě εu .

Then we have:

P pBnq ď P

˜

m
ď

k“1

Ak

¸

ď
1

mpUrq
p1´mpUrqqn .

Since r P p0,Mε{2pXqq was arbitrary, it follows that:

P pBnq ď
1

Mε{2psupppµXqq

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXqq
˘n
.

By an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma as in Theorem 7, we have Pplim supnÑ8Bnq “ 0. The
result now follows. �
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APPENDIX B. DETAILS ON CONVERGENCE OF RECIPROCAL CLUSTERING

Lemma 30 (Reciprocal clustering on a path connected network). Let pX, eXq be a path connected network
with dissimilarity weights and finite reversibility ρX . Then pX,uR

Xq “ HRpX, eXq is given by writing
uR
Xpx, x

1q “ 0 for all x, x1 P X .

Proof. Let x, x1 P X , and let ε ą 0. By Definition 6 and the assumption that eXpx, xq “ 0 for all
x P X , there exists a continuous function γ : r0, 1s Ñ X such that γp0q “ x, γp1q “ x1, and there exist
t0 “ 0 ď t1 ď t2 ď . . . ď tn “ 1 such that:

eXpγptiq, γpti`1qq P
”

0, ε
ρX

¯

for each 0 ď i ď n´ 1.

Since eX is a dissimilarity, we have eXpγpti`1q, γptiqq ě 0. By finite reversibility (Definition 12), we also
have

eXpγpti`1q, γptiqq ď ρX ¨ eXpγptiq, γpti`1qq ă ε.

Thus by using the chain tγpt0q, γpt1q, . . . , γptnqu, we have uR
Xpx, x

1q ă ε. Since x, x1 P X and ε ą 0 were
arbitrary, the result now follows. �

Lemma 31 (Reciprocal clustering collapses path-connected subsets). Let pX, eXq be a network with dis-
similarity weights and finite reversibility such that X is a disjoint collection tXa : a P Au, where A is a
finite indexing set and each Xa is compact and path-connected. Let pA, λAq be as in Definition 8, and let
pA, uR

Aq “ HRpA, λAq. Also let U “ tU1, . . . , Umu be a refined ε{2-system on X .
Suppose that S Ď X is a finite subset equipped with the restriction eS :“ eX |SˆS such that S has

nonempty intersection with Ui for each 1 ď i ď m. Then we have:

dN ppS, u
R
Sq, pA, u

R
Aqq ă ε.

Proof of Lemma 31. For each x P X , let apxq P A denote the index such that x P Xapxq. Then define:

R :“ tps, apsqq : s P Su .

Then R P RpS,Aq. We wish to show dispRq ă 2ε, where the distortion is calculated with respect to uR
S

and uR
A. Let ps, apsqq, ps1, aps1qq P R.

Claim 5. We have uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq ď uR
Sps, s

1q.

Proof. Pick a chain c :“ tr0 “ s, r1, r2, . . . , rk “ s1u P CSps, s
1q such that

uR
Sps, s

1q “ max
0ďiďk´1

pmaxpeSpri, ri`1q, eSpri`1, riqqq.

Next consider the chain cA :“ tapr0q, . . . , aprkqu. By Definition 8, we have:

max
0ďiďk´1

λApapriq, apri`1qq ď uR
Sps, s

1q.

It follows that uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq ď uR
Sps, s

1q. �

By Theorem 6, we obtain a correspondence R1 P RpS,Xq with dispR1q ă 2ε such that for each ps, xq P
R1, we have ts, xu Ď U for some U P U . Here the distortion is measured with respect to eX and eS . We
will use this correspondence R1 as follows: for each x P X , there exists s P S such that ps, xq P R1. In other
words, there exists s P S such that ts, xu Ď U for some U P U . Since U is a refined ε{2-system, we know
also that s, x belong to the same connected component Xa, for some a P A.

For each x P X , we will write spxq to denote the element of S obtained by the preceding construction.

Claim 6. Let s, s1 P S be such that apsq “ aps1q, i.e. s, s1 belong to the same path-connected component of
X . Then uR

Sps, s
1q ă 2ε.
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Proof of Claim 6. Let η ą 0, and let x, x1 P X be such that ps, xq, ps1, x1q P R1. By Lemma 30, we can take
a chain c “ tx0 “ x, x1, x2, . . . , xn “ x1u from x to x1 such that

max
0ďiďn´1

maxpeXpxi, xi`1q, eXpxi`1, xiqq ă η.

We can now convert this to a chain in S by using the correspondence R1. Define:

cS :“
 

s, spx1q, spx2q, . . . , spxn´1q, s
1
(

.

By construction, pspxiq, xiq P R1 for each 1 ď i ď n´ 1. Furthermore we have ps, xq, ps1, x1q P R1 by our
choice of x, x1. Now by using Remark 29 and the fact that dispR1q ă 2ε, we have uR

Sps, s
1q ă η` 2ε. Since

η ą 0 was arbitrary, the result follows. �

Claim 7. We have uR
Sps, s

1q ă uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε.

Proof. Let c :“ tr0, . . . , rku be a chain in A such that r0 “ apsq, rk “ aps1q, and

max
0ďiďk´1

λApri, ri`1q ď uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq.

Next observe that by compactness of X , for each a, a1 P A we can obtain xpaq P Xa, xpa1q P Xa1 such
that:

maxpeXpxpaq, xpa
1qq, eXpxpa

1q, xpaqqq “ λApa, a
1q.

Applying this construction to consecutive elements in the chain c, we obtain a chain in X:

cX “ txpr0q, . . . , xprkqu , joining xpapsqq to xpaps1qq.

In particular, for each 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, we have

maxpeXpxpriq, xpri`1qq, eXpxpri`1q, xpriqqq “ λApri, ri`1q.

Now we can use the correspondence R1 P RpS,Xq that we had fixed earlier. Recall the use of the
notation spxq P S for x P X from the discussion preceding Claim 6. Now we obtain the following chain in
S:

cS “ tspxpr0qq, . . . , spxprkqqu , joining spxpapsqqq P Xapsq to spxpaps1qqq P Xaps1q, such that

eSpspxpriqq, spxpri`1qqq ă eXpxpriq, xpri`1qq ` 2ε for all 0 ď i ď k ´ 1, and

eSpspxpri`1qq, spxpriqqq ă eXpxpri`1q, xpriqq ` 2ε for all 0 ď i ď k ´ 1.

Here we have applied Remark 29 on consecutive points in the chains to obtain the inequalities.
We know that s and spxpr0qq belong to the same path-connected component Xapsq, and similarly s1 and

spxprkqq belong to the same path-connected component Xaps1q. By Claim 6, we have:

uR
Sps, spxpr0qqq ă 2ε,

uR
Sps

1, spxprkqqq ă 2ε.

Finally it follows that:

uR
Sps, s

1q ă uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq ` 2ε.

�

Thus we have |uR
Sps, s

1q ´ uR
Apapsq, aps

1qq| ă 2ε. Since ps, apsqq, ps1, aps1qq P R were arbitrary, it now
follows that dN ppS, uR

Sq, pA, u
R
Aqq ă ε. �
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Proof of Theorem 15. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 13, but we repeat the argument here to facil-
itate the assessment of details. First observe that Mε{2psupppµXqq P p0, 1s. Let r P p0,Mε{2psupppµXqqq,
and let Ur be a refined ε{2-system on supppµXq such that mpUrq P pr,Mε{2psupppµXqqs. For convenience,
write m :“ |Ur|, and also write Ur “ tU1, . . . , Umu.

For each 1 ď i ď m, define Ai as in the statement of Lemma 8. Then by Lemma 8, the probability that
at least one Ui has empty intersection with Xn is bounded as P p

Ťm
k“1Akq ď

1
mpUrqp1´mpUrqqn.

On the other hand, if Ui has nonempty intersection with Xnpωq for each 1 ď i ď m, then by Lemma 31,
we obtain dN ppA, uR

Aq,HRpXnpωqqq ă ε. Now define:

Bn :“ tω P Ω : dN ppA, u
R
Aq,HRpXnpωqqq ě εu .

Then we have:

P pBnq ď P

˜

m
ď

k“1

Ak

¸

ď
1

mpUrq
p1´mpUrqqn .

Since r P p0,Mε{2pXqq was arbitrary, it follows that:

P pBnq ď
1

Mε{2psupppµXqq

`

1´Mε{2psupppµXqq
˘n
.

By an application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma as in Theorem 7, we have Pplim supnÑ8Bnq “ 0. The
result now follows. �

APPENDIX C. EXAMPLES RELATED TO THE NETWORK DISTANCE

Example 32. The following are some useful correspondences.
1-point correspondences: Let X be a set, and let tpu be the set with one point. Then there is a unique

correspondence R “ tpx, pq : x P Xu between X and tpu.
Diagonal correspondence: Let X “ tx1, . . . , xnu and Y “ ty1, . . . , ynu be two enumerated sets with

the same cardinality. A natural correspondence is the diagonal correspondence, defined as ∆ :“
tpxi, yiq : 1 ď i ď nu . When X and Y are infinite sets with the same cardinality, and ϕ : X Ñ Y
is a given bijection, then we can write the diagonal correspondence as ∆ :“ tpx, ϕpxqq : x P Xu .

Example 33. Now we give some examples of computing the network distance.
‚ For α, α1 P R consider two networks with one node each: pX, eXq “ ptpu, αq and pY, eY q “
ptp1u, α1q. By Example 32 there is a unique correspondence R “ tpp, p1qu between these two
networks, so that dispRq “ |α´ α1| and as a result dN pX,Y q “ 1

2 |α´ α
1|.

‚ Let pX, eXq P N be any network and for α P R let pY, eY q “ ptpu, αq. Then R “ tpx, pq, x P Xu
is the unique correspondence between X and tpu, so that

dN pX,Y q “
1

2
max
x,x1PX

ˇ

ˇeXpx, x
1q ´ α

ˇ

ˇ.

‚ Given a finite set X and two edge weight functions eX , e1X defined on it, we can use the `8 distance
as a measure of network similarity between pX, eXq and pX, e1Xq:

}eX ´ e1X}`8pXˆXq :“ max
x,x1PX

|eXpx, x
1q ´ e1Xpx, x

1q|.

The diagonal correspondence in Example 32 has this value as its distortion. So we have the follow-
ing bound:

dN ppX, eXq, pX, e
1
Xqq ď

1

2
}eX ´ e1X}`8pXˆXq.
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